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Abstract: As a region populated by a majority of ethnic Russians, Crimea has been 

viewed in post-Soviet scholarship as a hotbed of Russian nationalism 

and separatism. Equally, Russia is described as a powerful kin--‐state 

using its relations with its “beached diaspora” to destabilise post-Soviet 

states. However in order to understand the relationship between Russia 

and Russian communities abroad, it is crucial to analyse the nature of 

contemporary identification as Russian and with Russia as a kin-state. 

This paper will offer a political ethnographic approach to this question by 

analysing the nature of identification from below using data gathered from 

interviews in Crimea. 

 

Firstly, this paper will investigate the meanings of different kinds of 

identification, such as ethnic, civic, linguistic, cultural and regional in 

Crimea. Secondly, this paper will show that not only are their many 

different ways of identifying as Russian In Crimea, But that being 

ethnically Russian Is no necessarily the most important form o 

identification. It Will discuss how many of the post--‐Soviet generation 

self‐identify simultaneously as Crimean, Ukrainian and Russian. 

 

This Paper will indicate how a growing number are constructing a civic 

form of belonging to the Ukrainian state, as their state of residence and 

birth, while retaining a Russian Form of cultural and linguistic 

identification, as has been observed in other Ukrainian regions. This 

Paper will therefore discuss how the characterisation of Crimea As a 

region dominated ethnically by Russians And politically by pro--

‐Russians, is misleading and does not reflect changes within Crimea 

That have taken place since Ukrainian independence. It will argue that in 

order to understand relations between Crimea, Ukraine And Russia, It is 

necessary to understand the changes among the Crimean Population 

since independence, and the ongoing development of a civic form 

identification with Ukraine And the severing of personal ties with Russia. 

 


